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A more industrial scale method of
separating gold was used in larger
(Company) mines like the Union Jack Mine
after the 1890’s.
Cyanide or "vat leaching" mixes finely
crushed ore with cyanide salt in water. The
cyanide binds to the gold ions, and makes
them soluble in water, thereby allowing
separation from the rock.

Finding gold was hard enough. Looking
along the Old Coach Rd, you can imagine
the opportunity provided by isolation and
bush to “hold up” coaches carrying gold. The
most infamous gold escort robbery took
place in 1853 near Heathcote involving a
coach carrying 2223 ounces of gold. 

Return to Avoca. We hope you have
enjoyed the Avoca Town Walk Trail..
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Cyanide Vats for extracting gold

Experience Avoca
in FULL multi media

using your mobile device

 Using your mobile phone or tablet

go to avoca.vic.au/all-trails

 Select a story trail.

 Download to your mobile device for

FREE.
 Play video anywhere. No internet

required.

Take a VIDEO guided Story Trail version

of the Avoca Town Walk Trail. 

How?
1.

2.
3.

4.

Learn the stories about what you see in our

Video Guided Story Trail.

| Engaging stories | Narration | Images |

Detailed Directions |
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From Avoca travel north along the Sunraysia
Hwy. (B220) >> Left into Anderson Rd. >>
Right into Percydale Rd.

Avoca Cemetery. Respectfully look for the
Chinese burner. Read the information marker.

Daly's Cottage (1865). A great example of
pioneer Australian home building. It was built
from red gum cut by the men and smoothed
out by the women with adzes.

Slate Diary. The dairy was used for storing
farming produce; possibly beer, as the slate
offered excellent insulation to keep produce
cool. Can you see the nearby slate mine?

Old Percydale Township site. By 1869 with
over 2000 people. Many of the miners were
Chinese, having walked from South Australia.
The township boasted two hotels, three
banks, two grocers, Post Office, Police
Station, blacksmith and a dress shop. Cobb
and Co. coaches travelled through, en route
between Melbourne and Adelaide.

A solitary existence and the need for music exposed
his lucky strike. The sounds of a fiddle started a new
rush, and many were Chinese.

Union Jack Mine Trail

PERCYDALE
N

Points of Interest
Decision time? Good clearance vehicles
should continue to #6. Otherwise park the car
and walk. Reasonable surfaces with one steep
hill.

Percydale was originally called “Fiddlers
Creek” after the miner who first found gold
in the area. He kept the find a closely
guarded secret. He liked to play his fiddle by
the fire at night. Soon others worked out the
secret location of the site and a mini rush
followed.

Dam. Once the clay, granite and ore was
extracted from shafts it was taken to the
“puddlers” to agitate the gravel and loosen
the gold in it.

Union Jack Mine/Reef was probably worked
from the 1870s. On the crown is a 30 metre
deep open stope. At the base of the hill,
(west side) is a long narrow cutting for a
tramway terminating in a loading bay where
a 10 head battery stamp would crush the ore. 
By 1904, mining had all but ended.
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